PRIZE DETAILS
LEVEL THREE - LARGE

LEVEL TWO - MEDIUM

LEVEL ONE - SMALL

LARGE PRIZE SPINDLES 1 & 2

MEDIUM SPINDLES 1 & 2

CAPSULE OR SPINDLE MODEL

Width

Depth

Height

Quantity

Width

Depth

Height

Quantity

size

Quantity

6"

5"

9"

3 to 6

6"

5"

7"

4 to 12

2" Acorn

150 - 225

Prize packaging varies from product to product, and
therefore dimensions above should be used as reference
only. It is a good idea to drop individual prize offerings
through the prize chute to verify they will dispense to the
player with ease.

●

Prize packaging varies from product to product, and
therefore dimensions above should be used as reference
only. It is a good idea to drop individual prize offerings
through the prize chute to verify they will dispense to the
player with ease.

MEDIUM PRIZE RECOMMENDATIONS

●

LARGE PRIZE RECOMMENDATIONS
*GIFT CARDS

GPS

*GIFT CARDS

MOVIE PASSES

NINTENDO WII

CONCERT TICKETS

T-SHIRTS

BOWLING CERTIFICATES

SPORTS JERSEYS

DIGITAL PHOTO FRAMES

ELECTRONICS

PROMOTION FREE SKATING

NINTENDO DS

IPODS

FOOD VOUCHERS

WEBKINS

2" Round

(actual 1.8")

200 - 300

2.3" Round

100 - 150

Spindles 1 thru 4

12 - 14 per spindle

Maximize your Road Trip profits by merchandising your game correctly! Keep prizes trendy and
relevant and know your customer base! Work
with your locations on prize packages. Not only
are gift certificates for that location relevant but so
are t-shirts, hats, and other promotional items they
may have. And change it up! *See Manual For
Prize Suppliers*
*Important! Check your local legal ordinances
for prize restrictions and/or limitations!

LOAD PRIZES

1. Open front door
and dump capsules
into capsule bin
labeled Small
Prize.
SPINDLE

CAPSULE

2. Hang prizes on
all empty spindles.
Space prizes out
careful not to place
more than one
prize per coil.

3. Insert all security rods & tighten
counterclockwise.
Important! Rod
must go over
prize fastener.

In our testing, Gift Cards have proven to work very
well in Road Trip, both as a medium and large prize
item. To properly display the cards, we have designed
Road Trip Gift Card Holders. Simply attach a gift card
or any other promotion item (movie passes, gift certificates, etc) to the holder and use the white rectangular
box to hand write the value or description. For a more
professional look, use standard Avery 5160 mailing
labels. A few Gift Card Holders have been included in
your game for your use! To order more holders, call
920.822.3951 x1101

